ACRONYM 11 - Round 5
1. A location in this series has a jukebox that onlys play live versions of Eagles songs and
contains a large amount of beer that is always warm. One character on this series responds
to a problem by kicking a woman's dog into the sun. A silver-haired (*) architect on this
series constructs a special neighborhood ostensibly for those who lived quality lives, such as the
silent monk Jianyu. After being hit by a truck, Eleanor Shellstrop finds herself in the heaven-like
title location of, for 10 points, what NBC comedy starring Ted Danson and Kristen Bell?
ANSWER: The Good Place <Nelson>
2. Chargers coach Don Coryell helped innovate the role of this football position with the
help of future hall of famer Kellen Winslow. Due to a difference in team sizes, this position
is exceedingly rare in Canadian football. Before becoming a coach, Mike (*) Ditka played
this position, which was also played by Shannon Sharpe and currently played by Delanie Walker.
Long-time Kansas City Chief Tony Gonzalez holds nearly every record for players with, for 10
points, what hybrid offensive position now played by Jason Witten and Rob Gronkowski?
ANSWER: tight end <Nelson>
3. A George Cukor film based on this work cast John Barrymore as an unusually old
version of a secondary character. A 2013 film based on this work co-starred Douglas Booth
and Hailee Steinfeld. Laurence Olivier had an uncredited role delivering a monologue in a
1968 Franco (*) Zeffirelli film based on this work. A 1996 film based on this work depicted a
brand of gun named "Dagger" in order to preserve this work's original dialogue. Baz Luhrmann
directed Leonardo DiCaprio in a version of, for 10 points, what Shakespearean tragedy?
ANSWER: Romeo and Juliet <Nelson>
4. These objects are the subject of a 2015 article in The Onion credited to an infant named
Dylan DelMonico. A July 2017 Onion article described a new Sour Apple version of these
objects. Mystic Forest is one variety of these items, each of which contains three (*)
chambers. In late 2017, several viral social media posts were borne from the resemblance of
these Proctor & Gamble products to the candy Gushers. An alarming number of reports have
explained why you should not eat, for 10 points, what small objects filled with detergent?
ANSWER: Tide Pods (accept laundry pods or similar) <Nelson>
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5. An early hit by this singer noted that "the boy with the cold hard cash is always Mr.
Right." This singer directed the documentary I Am Because We Are about orphans in
Malawi. Justin Timberlake and this singer appeared on a song that describes having only
the title time period (*) "to save the world." A wedding dress with a belt buckle reading "BOY
TOY" was worn by this woman during a shocking performance at the first MTV VMAs.
"Vogue" and "Like a Virgin" are hits by, for 10 points, what pop star called the "Material Girl"?
ANSWER: Madonna (or Madonna Louise Ciccone) <Vopava>
6. Earl Weaver frequently employed a "phantom" one of these things in his lineups. This
concept first appeared as a three-year experiment starting in 1973, though it was never
removed. An award given for players associated with this thing is named for Edgar (*)
Martinez. In 2015, commissioner Rob Manfred noted that expanding the use of this thing would
deprive fans of the "entertainment" of Bartolo Colon wielding a bat. The American League is the
only league to use, for 10 points, what "position" used to keep a pitcher from batting?
ANSWER: designated hitter (or DH) <Nelson>
7. Description acceptable. One character performs this action following an encounter with
The Watcher. One man attempting this action cancels it by transferring a large amount of
energy into a severed hand. The episode The Special Assassin suggested that this action can
only be done (*) twelve times, though this was worked around in a 2013 Christmas special. In
the latest instance of this action, its subject states "oh brilliant" upon discovering she is female.
For 10 points, name this action in which a certain Gallifreyan Time Lord takes on a new form.
ANSWER: regeneration (or regenerating or other forms; accept answers describing The
Doctor or Doctor Who taking a new form or similar) <Golden>
8. A samurai created by this company named Samanosuke is central to its Onimusha series.
One series by this company features Miles Edgeworth, Apollo Justice and several other
attorneys. Various beasts are tracked in this company's Monster (*) Hunter games. Other
creations of this company, including Arthur from Ghosts and Goblins and Dante from Devil May
Cry, comprise half the roster of a 2017 game subtitled "Infinite." The Mega Man series is by, for
10 points, what company whose characters are pitted in a fighting game against Marvel?
ANSWER: Capcom <Nelson>
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9. An indirect sequel to this novel featuring its protagonist's relationship with the pop star
Kaira DeLeon is titled Small Steps. A character in this book asks about the meaning of
"Mare Yelo," a mis-reading of the name of Mary Lou, a boat named after the donkey of an
(*) onion salesman. This book's main characters are covered with yellow-spotted lizards after
finding Kissin' Kate Barlow's treasure. Zero runs away from Camp Green Lake in, for 10 points,
what Louis Sachar [SACK-er] novel about Stanley Yelnats, who is forced to dig the title objects?
ANSWER: Holes <Golden>
10. This rapper declared "I'm too rich to talk if you ain't talkin' thousands" in the N.E.R.D
song "1000." This man appeared on the Young Thug song "Relationship" and recorded a
collaborative album with him titled Super Slimey. Before dating Russell Wilson, (*) Ciara
had a child with this rapper, who described "dirty soda in a styrofoam" in his song "March
Madness." In a 2017 hit, he lists "Percocet, Molly, Percocet" over a prominent flute melody. For
10 points, name this rapper who sang with Drake on "Jumpman" and released "Mask Off."
ANSWER: Future (or Nayvadius DeMun Wilburn) <Golden>
11. After learning of a newfound ability, this man declares his intention to make an
800-foot statue of Pac-Man. After being questioned about having a plan, this man is
ridiculed for clarifying that he only has "12 percent" of one. An officer named Korath
frustrates this man by having no idea who he is after (*) catching him with a powerful orb. In
a 2017 film, this man learns that Ego, a living planet, is his father. A cassette player is the prized
possession of, for 10 points, what character played by Chris Pratt, who leads the Guardians of the
Galaxy?
ANSWER: Star-Lord (or Peter Jason Quill) <Nelson>
12. The soap opera All My Children is set in a suburb of this city, which is the setting of the
TV series Cold Case. This city is the setting of the 2012 film Silver Linings Playbook.
Residents of this city filmed the homemade sequel Lethal Weapon 5 and staged the musical
The Nightman (*) Cometh. A man based in this city develops a method for seducing women
known as the D.E.N.N.I.S. system. Allegedly, the worst bar in this city is Paddy's Irish Pub. For
10 points, name this city which, according to a show starring Danny DeVito, is "Always Sunny."
ANSWER: Philadelphia <Golden>
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13. Plumb-bobbing is a common technique used to prepare for this specific action.
Bernhard Langer has an unfortunate tendency to twitch while performing this action. A
device used for this action nicknamed "Calamity Jane" was owned by Bobby Jones. Sam
Snead developed a now-banned (*) "croquet style" for taking this action. In 2016, the PGA
disallowed performing this action while anchoring a long club against the body. Aiming 10
percent past the hole is a common strategy when taking, for 10 points, what type of golf shot
taken on a green?
ANSWER: putting (prompt on "golfing" or similar before "golf") <Nelson>
14. This man's stage name was inspired by a local hearing aid shop and was given to him
by Gavin Friday. A 2014 cycling accident badly injured this man, who along with Bill and
Melinda Gates was named one of Time's People of the Year in 2005. On one tour, this
musician assumed the personas of the demon "Macphisto" and (*) "The Fly," who wears
bug-eyed glasses. Lyrics by this man include ones noting "don't let it get away" and "I have
climbed the highest mountain." "Beautiful Day" is sung by, for 10 points, what frontman of U2?
ANSWER: Bono (or Paul David Hewson) <Nelson>
15. A gazebo featuring four female sculptures, including one of Anna May Wong, is a part
of this entity. This entity includes an unusually shaped tribute to the Apollo 11 astronauts.
After boxing was deemed a form of live performance, Muhammad Ali became a part of this
entity, and is the only part of it to be (*) oriented vertically. The main features of this
installation each have one of five different symbols based on field of work, and all have a
coral-pink color. Over 2,600 stars appear in, for 10 points, what installation in Los Angeles?
ANSWER: Hollywood Walk of Fame (prompt on partial answers) <Nelson>
16. In one episode of this show, a Yo-Yo Ma performance at a Christmas party triggers a
character's PTSD. Annabeth Schott discovers the body of a major character of this show,
who was written off following the death of actor John Spencer. A central figure on this
show quotes the book of Exodus when arguing with a conservative (*) talk show host.
Allison Janney appeared on this show as C.J. Cregg, a former press secretary who becomes Chief
of Staff. Aaron Sorkin created, for 10 points, what show about the president Josiah Bartlet?
ANSWER: The West Wing <Golden>
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17. One former holder of this position angrily resigned after his general manager traded
Eric Williams and Tony Battie. By win percentage, K.C. Jones is the most successful holder
of this position. The current holder of this job led a Horizon League school to the 2010 and
2011 (*) Final Fours. Before leaving for the Clippers in 2013, Doc Rivers held this position. A
legendary holder of this role famously smoked cigars after victories. Red Auerbach won nine
titles as, for 10 points, what NBA position now held by former Butler coach Brad Stevens?
ANSWER: head coach of the Boston Celtics (accept either Boston or Celtics as long as coach
is given) <Golden>
18. In 1999, this actress drew praise for playing the pioneering star of Carmen Jones in the
mini-series Introducing Dorothy Dandridge. In an award-winning role, this actress played
the wife of an executed murderer who has an uneasy relationship with a corrections officer.
In 2006, this woman memorably accepted a (*) Razzie Award for playing a character that was
later played by Anne Hathaway. A disastrous version of Catwoman starred, for 10 points, what
star of Monster's Ball and the only black woman to win a Best Actress Oscar?
ANSWER: Halle Berry (or Maria Halle Berry) <Nelson>
19. In this musical, the lyric "Every father has a daughter with a gun" is included in a song
about the engagement of the peddler Ali Hakim. A "practical list of 'dont's' for you" is
listed in this musical's duet "People Will Say We're in Love." The wedding of (*) Laurey
and Curly is central to this musical, the latter of whom sings the opening song "Oh, What a
Beautiful Morning." A farm girl and cowboy are central to, for 10 points, what Rodgers and
Hammerstein musical named for a place where "the wind comes sweeping down the plain"?
ANSWER: Oklahoma! <Golden>
20. One character in this game has lived in a treehouse for 20 years and is highly skilled at
making margaritas. A character's nickname in this game is mistakenly thought to be
"moose," though it is actually "mouse," a reference to the character's short stature. That
character in this game has an unusual weakness to (*) cake. A girl playing this game is
horrified to learn that its "curvy genius" is really an overweight man. Four students in detention
become trapped in, for 10 points, what game central to a 2017 film subtitled "Welcome to the
Jungle"?
ANSWER: Jumanji <Nelson>
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1. Remember that tossup about hotels in film? Well, it's time to meet its cheaper cousin, a bonus
about recent movies featuring motels! For 10 points each:
[10] Blanche dies in a shootout at a motel in the 2011 film Drive, whose nameless protagonist is
played by this star of La La Land.
ANSWER: Ryan (Thomas) Gosling
[10] Drug dealer Juan rescues the protagonist from a motel-turned-crackhouse early in this
award-winning 2016 drama about three periods in the life of a gay black man.
ANSWER: Moonlight
[10] This actor plays Bobby Hicks, the aging manager of the Magic Castle Motel in the 2017
indie film The Florida Project. In an earlier role, he played the Green Goblin.
ANSWER: Willem Dafoe (or William James Dafoe) <Vopava>
2. The albums Lemonade and The Life of Pablo debuted on this music streaming service. For 10
points each:
[10] Name this company whose shareholders include Jay-Z, Rihanna, and a bunch of other
artists.
ANSWER: Tidal
[10] This 2017 album by Jay-Z had a very rocky debut on Tidal. This album's title track, which
is named for a time of day, confesses Jay-Z's infidelity to his wife Beyonce.
ANSWER: 4:44
[10] This singer's 1996 debut album Tidal contains her song "Criminal". Two of her absurdly
long album titles are often shortened to When the Pawn... and The Idler Wheel....
ANSWER: Fiona Apple (or Fiona Apple McAfee-Maggart) <Golden>
3. In her first appearance on Around the Horn, this woman's grandmother was asked on a date by
decrepit old panelist Woody Paige. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this ESPN personality, who co-hosted the show His & Hers. She was suspended in
October 2017 after suggesting that fans boycott advertisers who support the Dallas Cowboys.
ANSWER: Jemele (Juanita) Hill
[10] Jemele Hill made the aforementioned tweet in response to comments by this Cowboys
owner, who suggested he would bench any player who "disrespected" the U.S. flag.
ANSWER: Jerry Jones (or Jerral Wayne Jones)
[10] Alongside former His & Hers co-host Michael Smith, Jemele Hill hosted the 6pm broadcast
of this flagship ESPN news and highlights show.
ANSWER: SportsCenter (prompt on "SC6") <Nelson>
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4. Joe McCoy conspires to have this man replaced by Wade Aikmen following a prolonged
quarterback controversy. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this coach of the fictional Dillon Panthers.
ANSWER: Eric Taylor (accept either; accept Coach Taylor)
[10] Kyle Chandler played the high school football coach Eric Taylor on this TV drama, which
ended its run in 2011.
ANSWER: Friday Night Lights
[10] In an earlier role, Kyle Chandler starred in Early Edition, a show about a man who
mysteriously got each edition of this newspaper the day before it was published. This paper
suspended film critic Richard Roeper in 2018 for buying Twitter followers.
ANSWER: Chicago Sun-Times (prompt on "Chicago") <Nelson>
5. The components of this thing include ones "of power," "of courage," and "of wisdom." For 10
points each:
[10] Name this powerful geometric entity, often sought by the evil Ganon. Its design may
originate from a similar image used by the 13th century Hojo clan.
ANSWER: Triforce (prompt on "triangles" or similar)
[10] The Triforce is often central to the quests of this green-clad hero in the Legend of Zelda
video game series.
ANSWER: Link
[10] The demonic king Demise seeks the Triforce in this Wii-exclusive Zelda game, which is
partially set on a series of floating islands.
ANSWER: The Legend of Zelda: Skyward Sword <Nelson>
6. The eventual performance of this musical includes a somber performance of the song "She's
Out of Our Hair." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this fictional "company musical," which is made up by two co-workers to help cover
up the presence of a human child in a certain workplace.
ANSWER: Put That Thing Back Where It Came From, or So Help Me
[10] This diminutive character eventually produces the musical Put That Thing Back Where It
Came From, or So Help Me after rescuing that human child from Randall Boggs.
ANSWER: Mike Wazowski (accept either)
[10] Mike Wazowski and his musical are introduced in this 2003 Pixar film, whose title
corporation produces screams by scaring children.
ANSWER: Monsters Inc. <Nelson>
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7. In perhaps a too on-the-nose choice, this man danced the cha-cha to the song "Weird Science"
in his debut on Dancing with the Stars. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this scientist and television host whose iconic look features a sky-blue labcoat and red
bow tie.
ANSWER: Bill Nye (or William Sanford Nye; accept Bill Nye the Science Guy)
[10] In 2017 Netflix released this new Bill Nye series, which features discussion panels with
experts and many celebrity appearances, but has received mixed reviews.
ANSWER: Bill Nye Saves the World (prompt on partial answers)
[10] A common criticism of Bill Nye Saves the World was a truly odd bit centering on Rachel
Bloom, the creator and star of this exceptionally good CW musical comedy series.
ANSWER: Crazy Ex-Girlfriend <Vopava>
8. For 10 points each, name these rock and roll artists who sang rock and roll songs about rock
and roll music:
[10] "Rock and Roll Music" was a 1957 hit for this rock pioneer who died in May 2017. Another
of his hits, "Johnny B. Goode," is on the Voyager space probe's Golden Record.
ANSWER: Chuck Berry (or Charles Edward Anderson Berry)
[10] "Your Sister Can't Twist (but She Can Rock and Roll)" comes just before "Saturday Night's
All Right for Fighting" on this pianist's seminal album Goodbye Yellow Brick Road.
ANSWER: Elton John (or (Sir) Elton Hercules John or Reginald (Kenneth) Dwight)
[10] Dee Snider repeated “I Wanna Rock” in a namesake song by this hair metal band, whose
other hits include “We’re Not Gonna Take It.”
ANSWER: Twisted Sister <Vopava>
9. This man's antics in his upscale Los Angeles neighborhood led to his exit from the Disney
Channel series Bizaardvark. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this awful YouTube celebrity who, like his brother Logan, rose to fame making
videos on Vine. In an attempt at music, he released the 2017 single "It's Everyday Bro."
ANSWER: Jake (Joseph) Paul
[10] In a verse on "It's Everyday Bro," rapper Nick Crompton notes that he is not from this city,
which follows the words "Straight Outta" in a hit by N.W.A.
ANSWER: Compton
[10] This inexplicably popular Asian-American YouTuber released an equally abhorrent
response to "It's Everyday Bro" titled "It's EveryNight Sis," one of his numerous self-styled "diss
tracks."
ANSWER: RiceGum (or Bryan Quang Le; prompt on "Rice") <Nelson>
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10. In the span of two calendar years, this athlete won championships in leagues in Spain, China,
and the U.S, a EuroLeague title, and an Olympic gold medal. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this basketball player and Connecticut alum, who more recently sank a late jump shot
to clinch the deciding game of the 2017 WNBA Finals.
ANSWER: Maya (April) Moore
[10] Maya Moore is a star for this WNBA team based in Minnesota, whose 2017 title was its
fourth in seven years. This team is coached by Cheryl Reeve and also features Sylvia Fowles and
Seimone Augustus.
ANSWER: Minnesota Lynx
[10] The Lynx won the 2017 title over this team, led by Nneka Ogwumike [NEK-uh
oh-GOOM-wih-kay] and Candace Parker. This team beat the Lynx in the 2016 finals.
ANSWER: Los Angeles Sparks (or L.A. Sparks; accept any underlined portion) <Nelson>
11. For 10 points each, answer the following about the unusual phenomenon of "slow
television," in which long and mundane events are shown in their entirety:
[10] Slow television is largely popular in this European country, in which a 2009 broadcast of a
seven-hour train ride from Bergen to Oslo was watched by 20 percent of the population.
ANSWER: Norway (or Kingdom of Norway or Kongeriket Norge)
[10] This 20th century artist's "anti-film" Sleep, which simply depicted the poet John Giorno
sleeping for several hours, was a direct inspiration to the slow TV phenomenon.
ANSWER: Andy Warhol (or Andrew Warhola)
[10] Since 1966, a New York TV station has shown a continuous looping video of one of these
objects during the holiday season for hours at a time.
ANSWER: yule log (prompt on "log") <Vopava>
12. In a 2017 documentary about this film, an actor dons the persona of Tony Clifton, goes to
Steven Spielberg's office, and demands to see "the real shark." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this 1999 biopic whose behind-the-scenes videos appear in the documentary Jim and
Andy: The Great Beyond. It shares its name with an R.E.M. song.
ANSWER: Man on the Moon
[10] The "Jim" in Jim and Andy is this comic actor, who played Andy Kaufman in Man on the
Moon a year after starring in The Truman Show.
ANSWER: Jim Carrey (or James Eugene Carrey)
[10] Jim and Andy notes how Carrey shot to stardom after the success of Dumb and Dumber, The
Mask, and this film, in which Carrey plays a ridiculous "Pet Detective" trying to find a
kidnapped NFL mascot.
ANSWER: Ace Ventura: Pet Detective <Vopava>
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13. In a mildly interesting coincidence, this player's first sacks as a college player and as a pro
both occurred against Colin Kaepernick. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this Hawaiian-born linebacker, who was a 2012 Heisman Trophy finalist while at
Notre Dame.
ANSWER: Manti Te'o [MAN-"tie" TAY-oh] (or Manti Malietau Louis Teʻo)
[10] Te'o currently plays for this NFL team, whose other defensive stars include Marshon
Lattimore and Cameron Jordan.
ANSWER: New Orleans Saints (accept either)
[10] Te'o may be best known for a 2012 incident in which he learned this significant fact about
Lennay Kekua, his girlfriend who died earlier that year.
ANSWER: she didn't exist (accept answers explaining she was a hoax or was made up or
similar) <Nelson>
14. Several tellings of this character's origin story have depicted him as a criminal dubbed the
Red Hood. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this character, who is also typically said to have gone insane after falling, possibly
deliberately, into a vat of chemicals.
ANSWER: The Joker
[10] The man who becomes The Joker is depicted as a struggling comedian who unwittingly
becomes the Red Hood in The Killing Joke, a masterpiece by this comic book author of V for
Vendetta and Watchmen.
ANSWER: Alan Moore
[10] The Killing Joke depicts The Joker's shooting of this character, the daughter of a major
Batman ally, who becomes paralyzed as a result.
ANSWER: Barbara Gordon (accept Batgirl or Oracle; prompt on "Gordon") <Nelson>
15. The music video for this song depicts an eight-person band whose members are all portrayed
by the same rapper, including the backup singers "The Love Haters." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this song, which begins by noting "My baby don't mess around, because she loves me
so."
ANSWER: Hey Ya!
[10] Hey Ya! is a major hit from The Love Below, the second half of a double album by this rap
duo, made up of Big Boi and Andre 3000.
ANSWER: Outkast
[10] According to the breakdown of "Hey Ya!," this phrase, which is an occasional nickname of
Andre 3000, answers the question "what’s cooler than being cool?".
ANSWER: ice cold <Nelson>
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16. Extremely negative feedback from audiences in Mexico led Disney to remove this short film
from numerous theaters. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this obscenely long and criminally pointless 2017 animated short in which a magic
snowman tries to help Anna and Elsa discover their holiday traditions.
ANSWER: Olaf's Frozen Adventure
[10] Olaf's Frozen Adventure plays before this excellent 2017 Pixar film about Miguel's journey
into the Land of the Dead.
ANSWER: Coco
[10] This broadcast TV network was originally meant to air Olaf's Frozen Adventure as a
Christmas special, which explains the short's egregious 21-minute length. It ultimately did air on
this network in December 2017.
ANSWER: ABC <Vopava>
17. After declaring "Some things only God can forgive" in this song, its singer belts an F-6 -that is, an F two full octaves above the top of a treble staff. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this powerful 2017 single by Kesha.
ANSWER: Praying
[10] "Praying" was ostensibly inspired by Kesha's legal battles against this music producer,
whom she accused of emotional and sexual abuse in 2014.
ANSWER: Dr. Luke (or Lukasz (Sebastian) Gottwald; do not accept or prompt on “Luke”)
[10] The Guardian said that Kesha's performance in "Praying" is "good enough to make you
forgive her for" appearing on this Pitbull song. It includes the deplorable lyric "I'm slicker than
an oil spill / She say she won't, but I bet she will."
ANSWER: Timber <Vopava>
18. Following a preposterous backlash to its prior advertisements, the makers of this game
released a new ad reading "there is only one side" and depicting a Nazi being punched in the
face. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this 2017 first-person shooter, the latest to star hardened veteran B.J. Blazkowicz
[BLAZ-kuh-vitch].
ANSWER: Wolfenstein II: The New Colossus
[10] Wolfenstein II was released by this massive publisher, whose other franchises include The
Elder Scrolls and Fallout.
ANSWER: Bethesda Softworks
[10] During Wolfenstein II, Blazkowicz and his allies convene at this structure in New York
City, which is also the home of the Olympian gods in the Percy Jackson series.
ANSWER: Empire State Building <Nelson>
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19. On his namesake TruTV show, this man drags celebrities around Manhattan for such
segments as "Do Gay People Care About John Oliver?" For 10 points each:
[10] Name this comedian who appears "On the Street" in that namesake series. He also co-stars
on the Hulu series Difficult People.
ANSWER: Billy Eichner [IKE-nurr] (prompt on "Billy on the Street")
[10] Billy Eichner plays Harrison Wilton, a beekeeper who is murdered on the seventh and latest
season of this TV series; that season of this show had the subtitle "Cult."
ANSWER: American Horror Story
[10] In the third season of Difficult People, Eichner begins dating Todd Ross, an ad exec played
by this Korean-American actor. This man's film credits include playing half of the duo Harold
and Kumar.
ANSWER: John Cho (or Cho Yo-han) <Vopava>
20. In June 2010, an incorrect call at first base by Jim Joyce cost Armando Galarraga a perfect
game. For 10 points each:
[10] Galarraga played for this team, who ultimately won the game 3-0. Miguel Cabrera hit a solo
home run for this team in the game's second inning.
ANSWER: Detroit Tigers (accept either)
[10] After the botched call, Galarraga retired the next batter to complete the one-hit shutout,
meaning he ultimately faced this many batters.
ANSWER: 28
[10] A New York Times reporter called Joyce's blunder the worst umpire call since Game 6 of
the 1985 World Series, which led to a win - and eventual series win - for this team. This team
was led at the time by George Brett and Bret Saberhagen.
ANSWER: Kansas City Royals (accept either) <Nelson>

